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And while everyone’s talking, only few inquire
What is the goal of the word, or how, in itself…
Is the word read? Yes: its history’s fires 
To penetrate – few are curious enough… or dare…

CyPRian kamil noRwid, On the Freedom of Speech

Language, to be functional, i.e., to be capable of serving 
the purpose of efficient communication, must constant-
ly adapt to the changing needs of the community using 
it, reflecting the transformations of the reality in which 
this community functions. We observe this adaptability 
with particular clarity at the level of the lexical parasys-
tem of language. It leaves no doubt that the speakers 
of the language must have at their disposal a range of 
vocabulary broad enough to allow them to communi-
cate in all matters of their everyday life in order to be 
able to address their immediate, constantly evolving, 
reality. Furthermore, they must have such linguistic 
means (words) that will allow them not only to name 
and describe objects and phenomena of the surrounding 
world, but also to express a variety of sensations, feel-
ings, emotions – and a plethora of other inner states. At 
the same time, the more profoundly we become familiar 
with the world and with ourselves, the greater our need 
for new vocabulary allowing us to perfect our mutual 

communication. At that, it must be noted that the natu-
ral language has the unique power of self-referentiality, 
which undoubtedly sets it apart from all other known 
systems of signification. 

Vocabulary we use on daily basis is internally varied. 
Many words we use today have been handed down to 
us by past generations. They have been present in the 
Polish language for ages, frequently representing the leg-
acy of Proto-Slavonic times (e.g. bajka [a folk-tale], deszcz 
[the rain], kąsać [to bite], miłość [love], or Warta [being the 
proper name of one of the major rivers in Poland]), or 
even the Proto-Indo-European heritage (e.g.: być [to be], 
dom [a house/home], miód [honey], owca [a ewe], słowo 
[a word]. Other words came into existence already after 
the Polish language had been formed (e.g.: buzia [a child’s 
face], dzidziuś [a baby] smoczek [a pacifier], Warszawa 
[Warsaw] woreczek [a little sack] zmywarka [a dishwash-
er]); the genesis of some of them is natural, i.e. ono-
matopoeic (e.g.: buzia, dzidziuś, smoczek), others were 
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derived from already existing items, both proper names 
(such as Kraków, Warszawa, Częstochowa), and common 
names (as woreczek, zmywarka). Lexis belonging to this 
group represents native vocabulary, which may be clas-
sified into other, not only chronological, categories. 
Within this group we distinguish colloquial vocabulary 
(such as buzia, dzidziuś) and formal vocabulary (such as 
twarz [a face], niemowlę [an infant]); emotionally marked 
vocabulary (e.g.: buzia, buźka, twarzyczka) and unmarked, 
or neutral vocabulary (e.g.: miłość, smoczek); professional 
or specialized vocabulary (e.g.: anglicyzm [an Anglicism], 
derywat [a derivative], spółgłoska [a consonant]) and gen-
eral vocabulary (e.g.: miłość, Warszawa, woreczek), etc.

The above notwithstanding, the lexical resources of 
the Polish language also include a number of loanwords. 
Such items testify to the contacts between Poles and 
other nations: these contacts extend far beyond the 
linguistic/verbal space, involving such aspects of hu-
man activity as trade and broadly understood cultural 
exchange. Even though the use of borrowings may be 
symptomatic of verbal fashion (see the present-day con-
texts of the use of the word masakra [a massacre]), it 
is possible to divide loanwords into categories as well. 
The criteria for categorization of the loaned lexis may be 
based on the language of its origin, e.g.: Anglicism, i.e. 
loanwords from English (such as faks, komputer, weekend), 
Gaulicisms, i.e. words originating from French (such as 
dramatyczny, masakra, passa), Latinisms, i.e. loanwords 

from Latin (such as anioł, kościół, szkoła), and others. 
However, it is not always that we are able to establish 
which language was the direct source of the borrowing 
with unquestionable certainty. Such is the case of the ad-
jective sympatyczny, where it is difficult to decide wheth-
er it comes from the French word sympathique or from 
the Latin sypmathicus. 

Some borrowings would arrive in the Polish language 
via other languages: these are so-called indirect borrow-
ings (e.g. the word anioł [an angel] became a part of the 
Polish lexis migrating from Latin through the medium of 
the Czech language). Other loanwords, those borrowed 
directly from another language, are so-called direct bor-
rowings (e.g. masakra, weekend). Vocabulary may also be 
categorized on the basis of the criterion of the time of 
the borrowing, into older borrowings (e.g.: anioł, kościół, 
rynek, pudło) and recent borrowings (e.g.: dramatyczny, 
faks, masakra, weekend). It is to the latter criterion that 
the division into partly–and fully assimilated borrowings 
is related (e.g.: weekend vs, anioł, faks, masakra), as op-
posed to non-assimilated loans (such as menu, vis-à-vis). 
The latter category occurs relatively rarely. As a rule, 
foreign words take on traits of the native lexis: in time, 
their pronunciation becomes polonized (as is the case 
with the word weekend), they are declined and conjugat-
ed in accordance with the principles of Polish inflection, 
they receive Polish endings (e.g.: masakra) and suffixes 
(e.g.: dramatyczny), or, last but not least, are spelled with 
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Polish characters (np. dżojstik [joystick] faks [fax], mejl 
[mail]).

It is worth remembering, however, that it is both the 
foreign lexis and the native vocabulary that undergo for-
mal transformations in terms of writing and pronunci-
ation alike (e.g.: anieł Û anioł, fax Û faks representing 
borrowings and smokać Û cmokać, Warszewa Û Warsza-
wa representing native lexis). Both the native lexis and 
loanwords, functioning in the Polish language for cen-
turies, have been undergoing a variety of semantic and 
stylistic transmogrifications. As a result, their meaning 
evolves, their expressive markedness changes, the con-
texts of their use transform (as in: dzidziuś, dramatyczny, 
masakra, smoczek).

Observing vocabulary, tracing its genesis, seeking to 
arrive at their original senses, deciphering forms and 
plunging into the lexical contents – all of these activi-

ties are nothing short of fascinating. As Stefan Reczek, 
a preeminent authority on the history of the Polish lan-
guage has phrased it, „To observe words while barely 
scratching the surface of their present day meanings is 
nothing else, but collecting signs left by someone else. 
To seek to arrive at relationships forming ceaselessly be-
tween life and thought, content and form, to immerse 
oneself in the sense of the word and to contemplate 
how the pulse of the epoch, the feeling and the custom 
of man becomes inscribed in it is truly to ask, along with 
the Bard, “what is the goal of the word, or how, in itself, 
is the word read?”

This is the explorative daring in the tracing of the ori-
gins of words and their meanings as well as the linguistic 
curiosity of my friends and my students which drove me 
to embark upon this philological excursion and provided 
me with the incentive to write this little book. 

Marcin Maciołek
transl. by Paweł Jędrzejko


